Children’s Birthday Parties

Whatever the occasion we have the perfect party for your child and their friends to celebrate with.

If you want to book a party take a look at the details enclosed, pick the party for you and then call us to book. It really is that simple. Choose from:

- Multi Sports
- Soft Play
- Splash
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Birthday Party Food

There are three options available for party food:

**Option 1:** Cold buffet including sandwiches, sausage rolls, crisp or chips, cocktail sausages, cheese and pizza slices, plus ice cream or a piece of fruit and jugs of squash.

**Option 2:** Hot buffet including chips, chicken nuggets, fish fingers, cheese and tomato pizza slices, plus ice cream or a piece of fruit and jugs of squash.

**Option 3:** Individual boxed meals which all include chips and a choice of either chicken nuggets, beef burgers, sausages, fish fingers or cheese and tomato pizza slices, plus ice cream or a piece of fruit and jugs of squash.

If you or any of the party guests have any special dietary requirements please discuss this with our catering staff in advance and they will be happy to help.

Your food choice and exact numbers must be confirmed with the centre 10 days prior to your party. You are welcome to bring in your own cake and balloons. Plain table covering and tableware is provided, but you are welcome to bring in your own themed coverings if you wish.

Please note that depending on the type of party, there is a minimum order. You will be charged a minimum of 15 attendees for splash and soft play parties and a minimum of 20 attendees for a multi sports party.
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**Soft Play Suite Party**

Come and play and have great fun in our fantastic soft play suite.

Your party will have exclusive use of the whole room for one hour to enjoy our dedicated toddler area, two tier junior area with slides, stepping stone run and spider web crawl.

Parties also include 45 minutes in the function room for your child and each of their friends to have a meal.

Parties cost £13.50 per head and are suitable for children aged seven and under. Minimum party number is 15 children.

For the duration of a toddler party we recommend that the parent or carer supervision ratio is a minimum of one adult per child. For the duration of other soft play parties we recommend that the adult or carer supervision is a minimum of one adult to three children. The soft play suite rules of play apply at all times. Children must not be left unaccompanied and are not permitted to enter the play area once the hour's play is finished.

**Splash Party**

Have a splashing time in our leisure pool with our swimming parties.

Splash parties consist of one hour in the leisure pool plus one hour in a function room. The party also includes a meal each for your child and their friends.

Parties cost £11.50 per head. Minimum party number is 15 children.

Please be aware that the splash party does not give exclusive use of the leisure pool and that children under eight must be supervised in the water by a responsible adult aged 16 and above. One adult may accompany up to two children under the age of eight. All children aged eight and over must use their appropriate changing rooms at all times.

**Multi Sports Fun Party**

With our multi sports parties your child can choose what to play, from football to basketball and hockey to netball.

Led by a fully qualified coach the sessions can also include parachute and team games and much more.

Parties consist of one hour activity in the sports hall plus one hour in a room including a meal each for your child and their friends.

Parties cost £13.50 per head and are suitable for five to 12 year olds. Minimum party number is 20 children.